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Our news service has been available since October 2005. From January 2016 we are now back 

with a monthly Telecare LIN roundup as well as maintaining weekly headlines together with 

daily news via Twitter (follow @clarkmike and #TLINnews).   

As in the past, we will be continuing to bring you an extensive curated coverage of digital health 

and technology enabled care references from the UK and around the world including telehealth, 

telecare, mobile health, telemedicine, ehealth, smart home technologies and Internet of Things. 

We will also be including more in the future on health informatics (including electronic health 

and care records), big data, artificial intelligence as well as health and care robotics.    

Weekly Headlines  

New report suggests that NHS hospitals won’t be paperless before 2027 - via digitalhealth2 
 
Health wearables firm Fitbit holds talks with NHS - via digitalhealth2 
 
How to measure ROI of telemedicine: An Oklahoma health system shares some insights - via  
medcitynews 
 
£7.3m funding for 11 Welsh digital health innovations - via HealthITCentral 
 
Samsung and WellDoc partner to offer direct-to-consumer version of diabetes management app - via 
MobiHealthNews 
 
Medtronic-Garmin Deal Gives Wearables New mHealth Capabilities - via mHealthIntel 
 
Samsung S Health relaunched as Samsung Health, telemedicine capability added - via ZDNet 
 
GAO: Medicare policies hampering telehealth, remote patient monitoring use - via HDMmagazine 
 
Nurses help to develop app to tackle patient deterioration at London trust - via NursingTimes 
 
Telestroke guidelines from American Telemedicine Association in Telemedicine and e-Health - via 
medical_xpress 
 
Vidyo Leads Telehealth Movement Expanding Across the U.S. - via YahooFinance 
 
Do Medication Adherence Apps Deliver on Functionality Promises? - via mHealthIntel 
 
mHealth Apps for Cancer Survivors Aren’t Meeting Their Needs - via mHealthIntel 
 
Wearable device equipped with sweat sensor can detect & diagnose cystic fibrosis & diabetes - via 
mHealthIntel 
 
Sensor Devices for Mobile Health Care Market: global industry analysis 2025 - via Medgadget 
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West Suffolk Hospital invests in infrastructure to become paperless - via digitalhealth2 
 
From the U.S.: For older people living alone, daily automated calls can mean safety - via washingtonpost 
 
UK Tries Again With a Library of Certified Mobile Health Apps - via mHealthIntel 
 
DiagnosisAI Launches Amazon Alexa App to Provide Personalized Answers to Medical Questions - via 
Internetmeds 
 
Accessibility concerns undercut technology’s promise to improve chronic conditions - via FierceHealth 
 
Technology for carers – toolkit for professionals - via DHACA_org 
 
People Who Use Social Care Must Be At Heart Of Our Digital Developments by @rhidianhughes - via 
HuffPostTech 
 
Juliet Bauer on the value of ‘knowledge from the other side’ - via digitalhealth2 
 
The 12 digital health mergers and acquisitions of Q1 2017 - via MobiHealthNews 
 
Juliet Bauer confirms NHS.uk to become gateway to GP records by September – via digitalhealth2 
 
Patients willing to put faith in AI and robots for surgical procedures, survey shows - via TheNationalUAE 
 
Robots celebrate birthday for pensioners as China tackles ageing population with - via MailOnline 
 
Ada is a UK AI-powered doctor app and telemedicine service - via TechCrunch 
  
Hull CCG pools entire budget with council in £600m fund - via HSJnews (£ subs) 
 
Cancer symptoms often missed by GPs in England, study suggests - via guardian 
  
Will NHS stats spark polling day debate? - via BBCHughPym 
  
England's new metro mayors will have influential role in NHS - via guardian 
  
Rise in hospital admissions for infants triggers call for NHS overhaul - via guardian 
  
From Singapore: Mundipharma’s digital power for asthma patients - via IndependentSG 
  
Witty Health Inc. Launches an Intelligent Remote Health Risk Monitoring Platform - via prweb 
  
MTI gets FDA clearance for connected spirometer - via MobiHealthNews 
  
Cardiff University gets £13m to be UK dementia centre - via BBCNews 
  
Funds for next winter will ease pressure on accident and emergency (A&E) departments in England - via 
DHgovuk 
 
Alphabet will track health data of 10,000 volunteers to create map of human health - by @chrissyfarr - 
via CNBC 
  
Innovation supply and demand: never the twain shall meet? - @NHSAccelerator - via UCLPartners 
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Social care green paper is an opportunity too important to be missed - by Peter Beresford - via guardian 
 
babylon announces Europe’s largest investment in AI for health - via babylonhealth 
 
UK triage chatbot maker babylon gets $60M, plans next generation app - via MobiHealthNews 
 
Iris Scans Come to Nursing Homes. Next Stop, Your Phone - via WIRED 
 
Barts Health - update on IT failure - via digitalhealth2 
 
Connected Health Cities creates blockchain patient consent model – via digitalhealth2 
 
Raising awareness of technology solutions in the home - via TunstallHealth 
 
How a digital NHS saves time & money – and transforms care - by Dr Afzal Chaudhry, Cambridge NHS - 
via guardian 
 
50 things we now know about digital health consumers - via Rock_Health 
 
Stanford and UC Berkeley researchers develop wearable sweat sensor as diagnostic tool - via  
MobiHealthNews 
 
From U.S.: Leading hospital systems creating 'digital front doors' to foster brand loyalty - via 
modrnhealthcr 
 
Science 37 picks up $29 million more for remote clinical trials - via MobiHealthNews 
 
Older people want to be cared for at home. Micro-providers are the answer - by @DavidJ_Brindle - via  
guardian 
 
Brexit May Be The Story Of The Day, But The Chapter On Social Care Is Missing - by @rhidianhughes - via  
huffpost 
 
Burnout, depression and anxiety – why the NHS has a problem with staff health - via guardian 
 
Three Key Investment Challenges At The Intersection Of Health And Technology - via Forbes 
 
New computers could delete thoughts without your knowledge, experts warn - via Independent 
 
 
 
News headlines prepared by Mike Clark (@clarkmike) and brought to you by the Telecare 
LIN  
 
Disclaimer: “We provide this newsletter for information purposes only and TelecareLIN 
nor the authors accept any liability whatsoever for inaccuracies, errors or omissions 
therein or for any consequences arising therefrom.” 
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